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’
~ tw~~~imensional acoustic imaging device , with electronic

focusing aud scanning in both direction The device is designed to work with 2.2 5 MHz acoustic
waves . It employs M piezoelectric elements in a transmitting transducer , which produce a beam
focused and scanned in the y direc tion. An N element receiving transducer is used to focus
and acan in the x direction. This makes it possible to obtain M(x~N resolvable spots with
only N ~‘N elements , a considerably saving in complexity . The phase reference for the transmitter
snd receiver are supp lied by frequency modulated chirp signals sent along acoustic surface wave
delay lines. One of the novel features of this device is the ability to obtain an arbitrary scan
veloci ty ,  even a stationary focus , with the transmitter.

~~~~~ A t the present time we are testing a 100 element u n  ar a and a two dimensional 22 >< 2C,
element system . With the latter system, we have de~~natr~~~~~~ st ionary focus and a slowly

~~~~~ scanned transmitted and focused beam and are obtaining two dimensioi~a~. electronically focusedimages.

I. Introduction 

N,

____________ as the receiver, which ~~cuses and scans in the y di-
rec tion , the scan rate being at an arbitrary velocity

At last year ’s Ultrasonics Symposium, we described which we can choose at will. The system uses a sepa-
an electronically focused and scanned receiver system rate receiver focused and scanned in the x direction.
capable of a resolution of approximately I em at a dis- Twenty-nine elements are used in the transmitter , and
tance of 20 cm using 5 MHz acoustic waves.1 The de- 22 elements in the receiver . The receiver makes use
vice used an array of piezoelectric transducers with a of an early developmental model of the 100-element0 phase reference for each transducer obtained from a array. With this device, we have ob tained images fo-
corresponding tsp on an acoustic surface wave delay cused and scanned in the x and y directions in real
line, along which was propagated a linear FM chirp sig- time .
nal. The signals from each tap and the corresponding

~~~~~ piezoelectric transducer are mixed , and the output from II. Principles of the Two-Dimensional Focusing System
the receiver array taken at the sum frequency of the
acoustic signal and the signal sent along the delay The basic components of the two-dimensional focus-
line. The scan velocity was determined by the acoustic ing system are shown in Fig . 1. The transmitter con-
surface wave velocity and the focal length of the elec- sists of an array of piezoelectric strip transducers
tronic lens by the chirp rate. By using mechanical which are excited from taps on an acoustic sur f a c e
scanning in one direction and electronic scanning and wave delay line. The transmitter emits a beam , focused
focusing in the other, we were able to ob tain good and scanned in the y direc tion . So it acts like a
images of small objects with a 30—element array. cylindrical lens moving with a velocity v in the

y direction producing a beam focused to a~
’line in a

Since tha t time , we have been developing a 100- plan _____________________________e a dis tance a from the array .

far better sensitivity with approximately 2 mm resolu-
element one-dimensional array . Our aim was to obtain 

I ~~T?T ~~~~ tion at a distance of 20 cm and a frequency of 2.25

TRANS TTERMHz. To this end , we have been cons tructing a sys tem
with amplifiers on every delay line tap and ampl i f ie rs
on every element of the PZT array, with the two outputs ,,

~~
, 

~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~• C .)  feeding balanced mixers to eliminate spurious signals. -s -” rocus
This system appears to be capable of a sensi t ivi ty of

~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
—
~~~~~~

_
~—r’1 

~~~~

_________ SCANNED SASTES

• approximately 10 11 watt/cm 2. A t the present time, a
100-element ar ray  consisting of elements 0. 1~ mm andf 0.5 mm square has been constructed and tested . It has ______
an acceptance angle of approximately ~30° in the x 

_________ j~
j

and y directions as required for our system. The @~~~~~~
‘5 - —

circuits have all been assembled and the system is

~~~~~~ 
•presently being tested . Early res ul ts indi ca te tha t I 

~~~~ ~~~~-z  
~~~~~ ~~~~~~

GN PP~~ —

the sensitivity is close to that measured for the m di- css ~
vidual elements and that good focusing can be obtained . ~~~~~~~ ~~
It is intended , f i r s t, to ob tain images by mech anical ly 

~ 
“ -5- -S.  S

scanning a large transmitter and electronically scan-
fling the receiver . Later , this receiver array will be NØ~123— 72—C— 866, NØW14—.67-~A —1112— 39 /incorporated with electronically focused and scanned 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

tranamitter . The advantage of this approach is that it _________________
uses Only M + N elements to obtain M x N resolvable p
spots. This makes it far lower in coat and complexity scanned , electronically focused acoustic intag-
than many other systems which can image M x N reaolv- ing device.
able spots.

We describe here our experiments on and the theo- The receiver , which i~ of the type described in
re tical principles of the electronically focused and previous publica tions , ‘ “ can be used in ei ther a
scanned real-time system which is focused and scanned reflection or transmission mode and i s  focused on the
in both the x and y direc tions. The device makes same plane , but is scanned at a velocity v in the
use of a transmitter constructed in much the same way x direction . So it acts like a cylindrice~ lens . j
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focused in the x direction , and moving with a veloc- In physical terms , each chirp can be regarded .~s
ity v in the x direction. The combination of the behaving like a lena , just as in the receiver , a.. jilL ,-
receiv~r and transmitter cylindrical lenses focuses on trated in Fig . 3. One chirp alone would correspond to
a spot which moves along a line and a plane with ye- a lens of focal length f . Two chirps correspond to
loci ties Vx~ v,, . a lens of effective focal length f/2 from the array .

Now suppose one lens was moved along a line , as does
For the purposes of a demonstration of the princi- the signal transmitted along the delay line, the focal

p lea of opera tion , we have worked with two alternative point would move in the x direction at the lens
methods of scanning the system in a transmission mode, velocity. If, on the other hand , the two lenses were
In the first , the scan rate of the transmitter is moved in opposite directions at the same velocity , it
approximately the same as tha t of the receiver , so the is not unreasonable to expect that, by symmetry , the
spot scans lines at !~50 to the x axis . In the second , focal point would not move . Thus we might expect two
by using a combination of two chirp s passing in the chirps moving in Opposite directions to give rise to
opposi te d irections in the transmitter , the scan veloc- an acoustic beam with a fixed focus. Finally, if the
ity in the y direction can be made arbitrary, even cen ter frequency of one chirp were changed slowly wi th
zero, so that the y scan rate essentially controls time, this would be equivalent to moving the two lenses
the frame rate. Under these circ miataaces where at slightly different velocities . Now the focal point
v ~< Vx , the ras ter scanned is then jus t like tha t would move in the y direction at a velocity de termined

a norma l TV image , with the scan lines almost in the by the rate of change of the center frequency of the
x direction, with a line time of approximately l0O~usec chirp .
and 6O cps frame rate .

This system is of fundamental importance because ~~~f — - -  - -

it demonstrates that the scan rate in either direction _ - •  
~~~~~

can be arbitrary. This means that we can use these
devices as rixed focus lenses , or they could be used
in sonar systems operating at frequencies in the 100
k}lz range, with appropriate scan rates far below the 4. 

FREQUENCY

val ue of l0~ cm/sec used in our first devices , a veloc-
ity basically determined by the velocity of an acoustic
surface wave. 

FREQUENCY
A block diagram of the variable scan rate transmit-

ter is shown in Fig . 2. The major change from the sys-
tem described for the receiver and still used , with I~~improvements , in this device are: (I) to operate the
device with input signals in the delay line and take
the outputs from the piezoelectric transducers , i.e.,
to opera te it in a reciprocal fashion from tha t of the
receiver , (2) to obtain an arbitrary scan velocity, _________ ___________I \\~o FREQUENCY
chirp signal s are inserted at each end of the delay
line; the combination of these two chirps gives a
phase variation along the line, which can be stationary
or can be moved along the line with an arbitrary veloc- opii~~~ ANALOG Y cHIRP CASE
ity, thus giving rise to a focused transmitted beam
with a fixed focus or with a focal point which can be
moved in a direction parallel to the array at an arbi-
trary velocity . FIG . 3--Op tical analogy for variable scan rate trans-

mitter .

‘N•NS” ~~ ,’, ~~~~. ~~ 
Let us consider the system shown in Fig . 2 mathe-

matically . Suppose that two signals with frequencies
~~aits I, s L f l h f t . wA u~ + ~tt , o~ ~~~ - at , are inserted into the

- ends A and B of the surface wave delay line , re-

line , the phases of the signals are:
spectively . At a position y~ from the cen ter of the

y L 
1 “

}- -.-- -
~ ~~~~~~~~ 2 2 9  

2y L y L~~I n I
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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respectively, where L is the length of the delay
line , and v is the surface wave velocity . The paramne.
ter .m is the chirp rate. These signals are detected
by the taps , amplified and mixed in the nonlin,~ar ele-
ments. The phase of the signal (at the difference

FIG . ~‘-—Block diagram of the variable scan rate
transmitter.
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Thus the ttansmitter focuses in a similar way to the

The parabolic y
~ 

tCXlD provides the focusing . How- receiver. We see all the signals from the 29 elements
ever, we would like to ilitminate the object field with are in phase if
a signal of constant frequency so that narrow band
transmitting transducers can be used with as little w0

y 
~ 

+

aberration as possible. A fixed center frequency gives — - = :m -
~ , (8)

a fixed focal length and hence small aberrations. We 2v V
mos t, therefore , eliminate the time varying terms in 

V

the above equation . To this end , one tap at point y0 where is the element spacing .
of the delay line is used as a reference, as shown in 

—
Fig . 2. The signals from this tap are amplified and If we define (w

1
+w,.,) , such that this condi-

mixed with another frequency ~~ (w0 
will turn Out to tion occurs at x = 0 , then we can write

be the desired 2.25 MHz acoustic frequency). Hence,
the output at point y0 in the circuit is identical to 

— ( -
— .,

that of Bq. (2) except that the frequency is shifted by 
X - 

~ ~~~~~ 
Z .

y
0 

L The frequency .~~ corresponds to the actual carrier

= 
~ 

-u ~~ i 
0~~

t - ( .
~~ +w,,) 

— - (w~ - c 2
) frequency of one of the surface waves , 

~~ 
to the

v 2v carrier frequency required for the focus to occur at
2 ~2 

~ 
x = 0 , end is assumed fixed at T . Hence,

— ~~ 
scanning is achieved by changing the frequency w~+ ~ + 2 + 2 ~ with time — at a rate which is arbitrary.

v 4V ~‘

This signal is then further amplified , m il tered to re- We may summarize the operation of this method of
tam only one of the sidebands , and applied across al l  focusing by noting that the focal length of the system
the other mixing elements in the device . The differ- is determined by the chirp rate , but the lateral y
ence frequency is employed to drive the transducers , position of the focal point is determined by the car-
If y

0 
— 0 , the resulting electrical phase at a fre- nez frequency a~ and the device may be scanned at

quency of o is given by the relation : an arbitrary rate by varying the frequency w~ either
manually or by using a sweep generator .

y iiy~
V - 

3
t - ‘. s

~~ 
+ w ~~) -

~~ + 
_.2 (b) III. The Experimental System

a) Transmitter and Receiver Circuits
Thus we obtain an output to dirve the transducers with
a fixed frequency 

~ 
with a parabolic variation of The receiver array used in the two-dimensional

phase . electronically focused device consisted , for simplicity ,
of a 22-element prototype transducer array of the type

I f  x
0 

is elsewhere on the line , there is an ad- being developed for the 100-element systems . In the
ditional constant phase shift term . This has no effect same way, the receiver circuit consisted of a fairly
on focusing , because the focusing depends only on the crude prototype of the 100-element receiver circuit.
difference in phase shift between taps. In the expert- It employed transistor amplifiers on every receiver
manEs described later , the reference was not at the element and amplifiers on every acoustic delay l ine
center but at one and of the delay line , tap . In the 100-element systems balanced integrated

circuit mixers ware used . Here , in order to save time
Now consider the phase of the signal reaching a and to demonstrate the princip les of the focusing sys-

lin, a distance z away from, the array at the point tern, we made use of diode mixers. Our aim was only to
y in the field. The phase at this line is determined make a demonstration of the two-dimensional electronic
by the different propagation times from the various system , with the viewpoint that in the end we would
elements. Hence , the phase of the signa l arriving at use the 100-element receiver system presently being

y , a from the element at y is developed with our 29-element transmitter array . Suf-

-, fice it to say that the 22-element receiver used was

~~ 
,.),) ~~ y only large enough to obtain a field-of-view of approxi-

• (y,z) = .
~~ 

t — - + - 1 +a~~) ‘~
f l , mately I’ , but the quality of focusing and the level of

1% - v 2zv v’~ v sidelobes was excellent and the results were what would
V V have been expected theoretically for a system with this

( 5 )  small number of elements.

where v i~ the sound velocity in water . 
A block diagram of the transmitter has been shown

V in Fig . . One tsp of the delay line i s used to pro-
The chirp rate p Ia chosen to be vide a frequency reference signal for the other anplt-

fier mixer assemblies. This  is done so that the out-
• 0” - - puts to the transmitter elements remain at a constant

frequency with only a varying phase term . This tre-
2zv

~ quency reference signal is derived by using one of t~~.

rf amplifier-mixer assemblies with no input it  input
The tens in •(y,z) which vaYies quadratically 

~~~~ ~~~~ Fig . 2). This signal is then balance modu-
with y~ is cancelled Out, and we find that lated with 2.25 MHz in a crystal diode mi xer passed

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~



through a filter to retain only the upper sideband , and real- time, two-dimensional electronic focusing . The
applied in parallel to all of the other rf amplifier- quality of these first results is still crude because
mixer aaa~~thlies at th e “C” input, of the limited number of elements used and phase errors

present in the transmitter circuit which was altered
The syst em requires two FM chirp inputs , one to several times as we encountered difficulties with it.

each end of the del ay line, one chi rp has a chirp rate
p , the other a chirp rate -p • We obtain the re-
quired signals by using a master FM chirp oscillator
with a center frequency of 250 MHz. This is mixed in
two separate mixers with two local oscillators of cam-

‘Nw.signals obtained are therefore a positive chirp with a 0

center frequency of 147 MHz and a negative chirp with a I—

inserted in each end of th e delay line and mixed, they •

~~~~~

center frequency of 514 MHz . When these signals are

ter f requency 203 MHz and 3014 MHz , respectively. The ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ZOOS 005

give rise to a chirp signal with a chirp rate 2 p and
a center frequency of 7 MHz. The difference in these
f requencies is chosen so that  it is not too wide for

A.____

the band pass of the delay line and it is not too nar-
row to give rise to difficulties with spurious fre-
quency components.

IF ASP StALl 15 ASP
The reference signal obtained from one tap is

modulated with 2.25 MHz, as already described , and a
signal of frequency 9.25 MHz is obtained . When this
signal , in turn , is mixed with the 7 MHz signal at each FIG . 14--Schematic diagram of amplifier/mixer assembly
tap, it gives rise to the 2 .25 MHz signal required . £~ the t ransmitter.
This signal has the appropriate phase shift from tap to
tap . When the chirp rate is changed , the square law
variation along the system is varied in the appropriate
manner for focusing . When one of the signals , either
the 203 MHz oscillator or the 3014 MHz oscillator is
varied in frequency, an additional linear phase shift
is superimposed on the square law phase shif t  in the
system and the device can be scanned in this manner.
By changing the oscillator manually, the device can be
scanned manually at will or focused on a fixed point .
By usi ng a voltage controlled oscillator fo r one of
these reference oscillators , the device can be sca nned
slowly electronically . Typically, we use a scan sig-
nal with a period of the order of 16 msec so as to ob-
tain a 60 cpa frame rate.

The t ransmitter circuit is shown in Fig . Is . Two
gate FET ’s are used as amplifiers, and the mixing is
carried out in a diode following the FET’s. The dif- ( a )ference frequency obtained is amplified by the power
amplifier and used to drive the individual PZT ele-
ment. A potentiometer is used to equalize the outpu t
amplitudes of the signals entering the individual
transmitter elements. The receiver transducers were
arranged in a horizontal line , and the point of inter-
section of the vertical line focus with the horizontal
t ransmitter line focus is defined as the point being
imaged . The oscilloscope intensity was modulated by bthe signal generated in the receiver. Hence , the
elect ron beam intensity was proportional to the acous- 

~~~tic ampli tude transmitted at the defined point of the
object f ie ld .  The vertical axis of the oscilloscope
was driven by the ramp generator used to generate the
sca n signal for the transmitter .  The horizontal
chirps and scanning of the oscilloscope were triggered
from the receiver . Hence, the horizontal axis corre-
sponded to the horizontal position of the defined point
and the vertical axis to its vertical position .

Some acoustic images obtained using this tech-
nique are shown in Fig . 5. A letter “S’ ca rved in to
a pi ece of rubber is shown in Fig.  5.  The top photo- ( b )‘ g raph is the acoustic image sod the bottom , an optical
image. In Fig . 5 - b ) ,  th e word “Sta n fo rd” was imaged FIG . 5-—A coustic images obtained with the electroni-
by successively exposing the photographic film as each cally scanned , elec tronically focused real
let ter of the word was positioned in front of the time 2-D system. a )  Image of the letter “S” .
array . In all cases the letter was approximately I” Top figure is the acoustic result , bottom
high , formed from 1/8” openings. As far as we are figure is the optical result. b) Image of
awa re , these results are the f i r s t  demonstration of the word “STANFORD ” .
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Despite these problem s the e f f e c t  of defocusi ng Devices , Tokyo , 1973.
is very apparent as can be seen in F ig .  ( .  Here we
defocused the t ransmit ter  by changing the chirp rate
by 25’~- thus defocusing the image in the ver t ical  di-
rection . Similarly defocusing in the receiver de-
focuses the system in the x direction.
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FIG . 6- - E f f e c t  of a 25 ’ defocus in the imaging sys-
tern. Central pic ture is in the “ in - focus ”
r e su l t .

Because the frame time is approximately l / ~~
second , the image appears in real time. Hence , f t is
easy to observe the motion of the object as it is
moved abou t the object field. It was also possible to
scan the transmitters to any point designed , b y vary-
ing the frequency •

~~ 
or .,. manually.
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